Influence of the conserved active site residues of histidyl tRNA synthetase on the mechanism of aminoacylation reaction.
The relation between the conservation of active site residues and the molecular mechanism of aminoacylation reaction is an unexplored problem. In the present paper, the influences of the conserved active site residues on the reaction mechanism as well as the electrostatic potential near the reaction center are analyzed for Histidyl tRNA synthetase from Escherichia coli, Thermus thermophilus and Staphylococcus aureus. While the primary structures show both convergence as well as divergence, the secondary level structures of the active sites of the three species show considerable conservation in the respective structural organizations. The conserved active site residues near the reaction center, which have a major role in the reaction mechanism and catalysis, retain their specific position and orientation relative to the substrate in the three species. In order to understand the influence of different conserved and nonconserved residues near the reaction center, two different models are considered. First, a large model of active site with the substrates, Mg(2+) ions and water is constructed in which the first shell residues (including both conserved as well as nonconserved) near the reaction center are studied. From the large model, a smaller model is constructed for reaction path modeling individually for three species. Validation of the smaller model is carried out by comparing the energy surfaces of large and small models as a function of reaction coordinates. Further, the electrostatic potential near the reaction center for the large and small model are compared. The transition state structures of the activation step of aminoacylation reaction for E. coli, T. thermophilus and S. aureus are calculated using the combined ab-initio/semi-empirical calculation. The similarity of the energy profiles as a function of the relevant reaction coordinate and the orientation of the catalytic residue, Arg259, indicate that the reaction mechanisms are identical which are guided by the strikingly similar structural pattern formed by conserved residues for three species. The energy surfaces have close resemblance in three species and present a clear perspective that how the reaction proceeds with the aid of different conserved residues. The study of electrostatic potential confirms this view. The present study provides an understanding of the relationship between the conservation of residues and the efficient reaction mechanism of aminoacylation reaction.